Dog Breed: Beagle  
Artwork: Windholme’s Bartender  
Artist: Gustov Muss-Arnolt  
Fun Fact: A beagle’s ears are long enough to touch its nose. The ears can help the dog keep track of smells.

Dog Breed: Greyhound  
Artwork: Hound Near Stonehenge  
Artist: Edmund Bristow  
Fun Fact: Greyhound is the fastest dog breed. Their paws have shock absorbing pads, which act like built in running shoes.

Dog Breed: Yorkshire Terrier (Yorkie)  
Artwork: Recumbent Yorkshire Terrier on Lawn  
Artist: A. E. Evan  
Fun Fact: Yorkies have similar hair to humans, which makes it easy to tangle if kept long and unkept.

Dog Breed: German Shepherd Dog  
Artwork: Two Alsatians  
Artist: Arthur Wardle  
Fun Fact: A German Shepherd Dog was rescued in France during World War I and became the famous movie star Rin Tin Tin.
Dog Breed: Afghan Hound
Artwork: *Ch Asri Havid of Ghanzi, Sirdar of Ghanzi, Ch. West Mill Omar of Prides Hill*
Artist: Frederick Thomas Daws
Fun Fact: The Afghan is possibly the oldest purebred dog breed and were mountain dogs.

Dog Breed: Siberian Husky
Artwork: *They Opened the North Country*
Artist: Fred Machetanz
Fun Fact: Siberian Husky sled dogs were used by the U.S. Army for arctic search and rescue missions during World War II.

Dog Breed: Bichon Frise
Artwork: *Bichon Frise Lying on a Red Pillow*
Artist: Louis-Eugène Lambert
Fun Fact: Since the 1200s, Bichon Frise could be seen in many royal courts across Europe.

Dog Breed: French Bulldog
Artwork: *French Bulldog*
Artist: S. Raphael